BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS.

Painted & engraved expressly for the Columbian Magazine 1842.
Come my good People, open the gate at all right! We are the true Union Party because we all ride on the woolly horse...

Everyone I myself behind, and ahead of me, I erradicate the 'Black' Men, and find them all as bad as we...

Except when he calls me 'Little Mississip' and then he want to ride on.

There seems to be something on the road, but those fellows on the horse, will swear me through anything; so I'll keep on...

Hurry up the 'Express' or Brooks will be run off; his 'Express' Train and I've had an ride in his taxi-club lately, and I do want effect.
CAPTURE OF ROANOKE ISLAND.

CHARGE OF ZOUAVES

Vieste & Co. Publishers, N.Y.
THE CABINET OF THE CONFEDERATE STATES AT MONTGOMERY—[From Photographs at Washington, by Washington and House, of Montgomery, Alabama.—See next Page.]

[Image of seven men dressed in formal wear, seated around a table.]
Powerful light draft naval vessels protect American lives, alleviating distress and assisting commerce on the upper Yangtze River. These gunboats penetrate regions over 1300 miles from the sea in a land where transportation and communication is primitive.
WHAT THE NAVY IS DOING

BE A SUB-MARINER

Work in submarines is interesting, technical and highly scientific. It is the beginning of a mechanical and electrical career, it involves the study of optics, of motors, batteries, electrical installation and oil engines. The Navy has many subs and just now a lot of keen eyed youngsters are wanted to become "monkey-wrench sailors". Promotion is rapid and for each dive there is extra pay.

THE NAVY ALSO GIVES EDUCATION, FOOD, LODGING, DOCTOR'S CARE, SPORTS AND AMUSEMENTS—BESIDES YOUR PAY.
BARBARA FRIETCHIE

WORDS BY J. G. WHITTIER

MUSIC BY ELIZABETH SLOMAN

NEW YORK.
Published by W. A. POND & CO. 25 Union Square.
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CHICAGO.

CHICAGO MUSIC CO. 152 STATE ST.
SERVE WITH PRIDE AND PATRIOTISM

Navy Nurse

Enlisted Woman

Woman Officer

NAVY
U.S. NAVAL AVIATION
FIRST AMERICAN ARMED FORCE
TO SET FOOT IN EUROPE

Good Pay-Valuable Training-Interesting Duty
Adventure and the Romance of the Sky
Apply Nearest U.S. Navy Recruiting Station
ENLIST NOW

advanced rates to qualified construction men

SEABEES
See your NAVY RECRUITER TODAY
HAILING YOU for
U.S. NAVY

Service, Travel, Trade-
Instruction

NAVY PAY RAISED
Bonus for former Navy Men

APPLY NAVY RECRUITING STATION
Sky Ships

The Navy goes everywhere.

For Broad Experience
JOIN THE U.S. NAVY
Peace on Earth

NAVY
THE SEA INSPIRES
GREAT DEEDS

WHAT SAILORS HAVE DONE

DISCOVERED AMERICA ▶ ◀ COLUMBUS.
AROUND THE WORLD FIRST ▶ MAGELLAN.
FROM CABIN BOY TO ONE OF THE GREATEST
SEA CAPTAINS ▶ ◀ JOHN PAUL JONES.
SAVED HIS COUNTRY BY NAVAL VICTORIES - NELSON.
WON THE BATTLE OF MANILA BAY ▶ DEWEY.
DISCOVERED THE NORTH POLE ▶ PEARY,
CONQUERED THE NORTHWEST PASSAGE AND
FOUND THE SOUTH POLE ▶ AMUNDSEN.
FIRST FLEW ACROSS THE ATLANTIC ▶ READ.
TOOK TWO MILLION AMERICAN SOLDIERS
TO FRANCE ▶ ◀ ◀ ◀ ◀ ◀ ◀ ◀ ◀ U.S. NAVY.

THERE ARE MORE CHANCES
TODAY THAN THERE WERE
YESTERDAY

JOIN THE NAVY
JOIN the NAVY

Profitable trades are learned
Strange lands are visited
On cruising vessels of

The U.S. NAVY
Then as Now...

GUARDIANS of FREEDOM

NAVY
WINGS
thrills
for interesting service
JOIN the NAVY
Will you supply Eyes for the Navy?

Navy ships need binoculars and spy-glasses.

Glasses will be returned at termination of war, if possible. One dollar will be paid for each one accepted.

Tag each article with your name and address and express or mail to Hon. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Asst. Secy of Navy
% Naval Observatory-Washington D.C.

Will you help us "Stand Watch" on a destroyer?
YOUNG MEN WANTED FOR U.S. NAVY.

PAY $17.60 TO $77.00 PER MONTH AND ALLOWANCES. BOARD, LODGING, MEDICAL ATTENDANCE AND FIRST OUTFIT OF UNIFORM FREE.

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR PROMOTION, LIBERAL PAY TO THOSE WHO PROVE EFFICIENT.
I WANT YOU

For THE NAVY

询于欧内斯特·奇弗斯, 1917.
ALWAYS ALERT

THE NAVY
Has a Career to Offer
the Ambitious Youth
of our Country
ASSURANCE

For Young Men

Good Health - Travel - Steady Pay - Educational Courses and Recreation are assured

the Enlisted Personnel — —

Of the NAVY
BUY WAR BONDS
RINGLING BROS AND BARNUM & BAILEY CIRCUS

BUY WAR BONDS HERE

For a limited number of Complimentary TICKETS

For any Performance